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Magnetic Precision Prop Balancer:  
Assembly / Operating Instructions: 

 

 
 
 
 



!IMPORTANT: Please read through this booklet in its entirety before attempting to 
assemble or use the balancer. 

 
CAUTION - STRONG MAGNETS: 

1. When handling the magnets, use care to prevent them from snapping against 
each other. The magnet material is brittle and a hard impact can result in chipping. 
2. To avoid damage, keep the magnets at least 600mm away from components that 
are sensitive to magnetic fields. 

 
Parts List: 

 
• Side panels x 4 
• Aluminum panel joiners x8 
• Magnets x2 
• Aluminum cup 
• Aluminum threaded cup 
• Aluminum adjustment 

fixture 
• Large O Ring 
• MX cap heads x12 
• MX button heads x8 
• Precision balanced shaft 
• Precision balanced aluminum cones x2 
• Rubber cone stops x2 

 
Tools requires: 

• Xmm hex/	  Allen key. 

 

Assembly 

1. Remove protective wrapping from all of the plastic parts.  

 



2. Install the 8 aluminum joiners into the slots and secure with the small diameter 
screws.  

 

3. Slot the panels together and assemble with the larger diameter screws.  

 

4. Install the adjustment fixture on one side and the fixed metal cap containing one 
of the magnets on the other. Secure both ends with the larger diameter screws.  

    



5. Next install the rubber o-ring onto the adjustment magnet thread before you 
screw it into its fixture. Slide the two balancing cones onto the shaft with the 
tapered end facing each other, trapping your propeller between the cones. The 
object is to hold the propeller perpendicular and concentric to the centerline of 
the balancing shaft. Always position the item to be balanced near the midpoint of 
the balancing shaft for best results. Once this is achieved use the rubber stops to 
hold the cones in position. Finally, place the balancer shaft between the 
magnets. Note the balancer shaft will touch one magnet and the other end will be 
suspended in the magnetic field. 

Operation: 

Ensure that your balancer is on a level surface. Remove all oil and foreign 
particles from the exposed magnet ends by wiping with a tissue dampened with 
rubbing alcohol. For the lowest possible friction and greatest load-carrying 
capability, adjust the magnets by adjusting the thumbscrew until the gap is very 
small (approximately 0.8mm) at the shaft end.	   

 

The general principle of balancing is to determine the “heavy side” of an object 
and then to either remove material from the heavy side, or add weight to the light 
side. Because the  balancer is so nearly frictionless, you’ll wait a long time for a 
propeller to stop swinging; therefore, you should help the object to nearly stop by 
applying light friction to the balancer shaft with your finger. A prop is truly 
balanced if it can be stopped and will remain stationary in any position.  

Method 1: Lightly sand the backside of the heavier blade with fine sandpaper. 
Recheck often to avoid removing too much material. Removing material at the 
very end of the heavy blade will have maximum impact, and avoid changing the 
airfoil shape. 



Method 2: Apply a drop of medium CA to the backside of the light blade and use 
a piece of waxed paper or a plastic bag over your finger to smooth the CA into a 
thin film. Cure the CA with a light spray of accelerator. Re-check the balance. 
Apply more CA in thin layers until the propeller is balanced. NOTE: Before 
adding glue to a prop, make sure it is absolutely clean and free of any oil residue. 

If the prop comes to rest in a level position, but is still obviously out of balance 
(this is indicated by a repetitive seesaw motion around the y axis or the prop 
dropping to one side after placing the prop vertically) you  may need to add 
weight to the lighter side of the hub. Do not remove material from the hub. 
This could weaken the prop, making it unsafe. 

The balancer will swing a 12" prop all the way around. However, keep in mind 
that large propellers do not have to make a full revolution to enable balancing. 
Simply use the 45-degree method and you can balance huge props. 

TIPS FOR ULTRA-PRECISION BALANCING: 

If you need to balance small objects with high precision, you can follow this 
procedure to increase the precision of your balancer: 

1. Examine the balancer shaft ends with a magnifying glass. The shaft ends 
should be concentric with the shaft centerline and should not be blunt or 
scratched. If a careful inspection of the shaft ends reveals any imperfections, you 
may carefully true up the points with a knife-sharpening stone, then polish the 
points with 600-grit sandpaper followed by rubbing compound. The smoother the 
points, the less friction. However, don’t sharpen the points too much. Leave a 
very small polished radius at the tip. 

2. Before using the balancer, spread a very thin film of oil on the magnet ends. 

3. Check the balancer shaft for straightness by rolling it slowly on a piece of 
clean, dust-free plate glass. If the shaft it bent, you’ll be able to see light under 
the shaft as you roll it on the glass. If the shaft has any significant bend, it will not 
balance accurately. Straighten the shaft by carefully bending it. You can check 
the trueness of the shaft by placing it on the balancer without the cones. 

4. Balance each individual balancer cone, one at a time. 

Proper Care of Your Balancer: 

Handle the balancer shaft with care. It is made of soft steel (for high magnetic 
attraction), which will bend easily if handled roughly. Don’t drop the cones, if they 
become damage they will fall out of balance. 
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